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EAT WELL 

Festive Foods 

Baby Chickwich  
What You Need  

 Whole wheat bread 

 Cheese 

 Carrot 

 Sandwich vegetables of choice such as 

lettuce, tomato, cucumber, sprouts) 

 Egg cookie cutter (or oval shaped 

instrument to cut bread and cheese) 

 Heart shaped cookie cutter (for wings and 

mane) 

 Knife 

 Scissors 

 Sesame seeds (for eyes) 

 

How to Make  

1- Cut bread and cheese using the Easter egg 

cookie cutter and place to the side.  

2- Cut smaller piece of cheese with heart 

shaped cookie cutter.  Cut the heart 

shaped piece of cheese down the middle 

with knife – these are the chick’s wings.  

Place to the side. 

3- Cut piece of carrot using heart shaped 

cookie cutter – this is the comb of the 

chicken. 

4- Cut piece of carrot in triangle shape – this 

is the chick’s nose.  Place to the side. 

5- Cut one of two the oval shape pieces of 

bread about 1/3 of the way down.  Cut  

 

 

 

 

 

 

triangles along the top – this is the shell of 

the chick’s egg.  Place to the side. 

6- Assemble the chickwich sandwich by 

spreading the two pieces of bread (oval 

shaped piece and the cut piece) with 

preferred condiment or spread. 

7- Place the oval piece of cheese on top of the 

oval shaped piece of bread (from step 1). 

8- Cover the front of the cheese with the cut 

piece of bread (from step 5).  Add 

vegetables of choice. 

9- Attach the wings (cut heart shaped cheese 

from step 2). 

10- Put the comb (from step 3) under the 

piece of cheese so that the tip of the carrot 

is showing. 

11- Place the carrot triangle piece (from step 

4). 

12- Place 2 sesame seeds as eyes to finish the 

chickwich. 

13- Eat and enjoy. 

Kid Tip: Use carrot to add feet by placing carrot 

pieces at the bottom of the chick.  Have the carrot 

pieces peek out. 

Adapted from: 

www.cutefoodforkids.com/2011/04/easter-

sandwich-baby-chick.html 
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